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Pica sideboards 
Wooden sideboards with hinged doors and open spaces, side panels and doors in lacquered decorated 

wood, top to choose. Base or frame with feet in lacquered metal. 
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Pica sideboards 
15.60LD Wooden sideboard with two hinged doors, inside clear glass shelf, side panels and doors 

in lacquered decorated wood, top to choose. Base in lacquered metal. 136 x h 69 x 52cm 

15.61LD Wooden sideboard with three hinged doors, inside clear glass shelf, side panels and 

doors in lacquered decorated wood, top to choose. Base in lacquered metal. 202 x h 69 x 52cm 

15.62LD Wooden sideboard with two hinged doors, inside clear glass shelf, central open space in 

lacquered wood, side panels and doors in lacquered decorated wood, top to choose. Base in 

lacquered metal. 202 x h 69 x 52cm 

15.63LD Wooden sideboard with four hinged doors, inside clear glass shelf, side panels and doors 

in lacquered decorated wood, top to choose. Base in lacquered metal. 268 x h 69 x 52cm 

15.64LD Wooden sideboard with three hinged doors, inside clear glass shelf, central-left open 

space in lacquered wood, side panels and doors in lacquered decorated wood, top to choose. Base 

in lacquered metal. 268 x h 69 x 52cm 

15.65LD Wooden sideboard with three hinged doors, inside clear glass shelf, central-right open 

space in lacquered wood, side panels and doors in lacquered decorated wood, top to choose. Base 

in lacquered metal. 268 x h 69 x 52cm 

15.66LD Wooden sideboard with four hinged doors, inside clear glass shelf, side panels and doors 

in lacquered decorated wood, top to choose. Base in lacquered metal. 136 x 135 x 52cm 

15.70LD Wooden sideboard with two hinged doors, inside clear glass shelf, side panels and doors 

in lacquered decorated wood, top to choose. Frame and feet in lacquered metal. 136 x h 86 x 

52cm 

15.71LD Wooden sideboard with three hinged doors, inside clear glass shelf, side panels and 

doors in lacquered decorated wood, top to choose. Frame and feet in lacquered metal. 202 x h 86 

x 52cm 

15.72LD Wooden sideboard with two hinged doors, inside clear glass shelf, central open space in 

lacquered wood, side panels and doors in lacquered decorated wood, top to choose. Frame and 

feet in lacquered metal. 202 x h 86 x 52cm 

15.73LD Wooden sideboard with four hinged doors, inside clear glass shelf, side panels and doors 

in lacquered decorated wood, top to choose. Frame and feet in lacquered metal. 268 x h 86 x 

52cm 

15.74LD Wooden sideboard with three hinged doors, inside clear glass shelf, central-left open 

space in lacquered wood, side panels and doors in lacquered decorated wood, top to choose. 

Frame and feet in lacquered metal. 268 x h 86 x 52cm 

15.75LD Wooden sideboard with three hinged doors, inside clear glass shelf, central-left open 

space in lacquered wood, side panels and doors in lacquered decorated wood, top to choose. 

Frame and feet in lacquered metal. 268 x h 86 x 52cm 

15.76LD Wooden sideboard with four hinged doors, inside clear glass shelf, side panels and doors 

in lacquered decorated wood, top to choose. Frame and feet in lacquered metal. 136 x h 152 x 

52cm 
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